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About This Game

The Game

On the edge of Terran space lies Halcyon 6, a derelict starbase left behind by a mysterious precursor race. Your mission is to
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reclaim the derelict station and rebuild it.

A mysterious alien force is making a beeline towards Earth and this starbase is the best chance for the New Terran Federation to
establish new alliances, research new technologies and otherwise figure out a way to stop the impending invasion.

Using only the resources you can salvage from the derelict station and gathered from nearby star systems, it’s up to you to
rebuild the starbase to lead the Terran Republic’s scientific research, exploration and diplomatic efforts on the edge of known

space.

Halcyon 6 is a passion project who’s design is inspired by our years spent playing classic games like Star Control, Master of
Orion, X-COM, Civilization and new classics like FTL.

Features:

Base Building: spend resources to build station facilities (rooms) to enhance your production and technological
capabilities, or build ships to help you control more territory

Exploration: assign your fleets to nearby star clusters, where they can handle emerging enemy threats, do missions for
alien factions or secure bonus resources

Crew Management: assign crew to station facilities to greatly improve their output efficiency, or to ships where they
can contribute in unique ways to combat, missions and events

Deep Tactical Combat: fight tactical ship or ground battles to resolve hostile events, create a foothold in the sector and
ultimately defeat the enemy mothership!

Story Events: based on game criteria like rooms-built, alien diplomacy scores or officer traits/skills, the game will
produce story events (often with multiple choice outcomes) that can lead to combat, time-related applied
bonuses/negatives, officer attribute changes or any number of crazy in-game stories.

Project Goals

Unlimited Replayability: Each playthrough has players dealing with a new randomly generated derelict station, surrounding
galaxy, crew recruits, and alien factions

Motley Crew: Each crew member has unlimited potential for acquiring unique behaviours, traits and abilities, for better or for
worse. Making the best use of your dysfunctional crew will be one of the keys to success. Who should be your main Science

Officer? The insomniac that works insane hours but has an addictive personality or the agoraphobic mad genius?

Encounters of the Weird Kind: There are 6 alien factions in Halcyon 6 and they are all quite different with varying objectives
and personalities. Only your wit and your crew’s skills will help you navigate the diplomatic waters to gain them as key allies or

valuable trading partners.
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Title: Halcyon 6: Starbase Commander
Genre: Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Massive Damage, Inc.
Publisher:
Massive Damage, Inc.
Release Date: 8 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8 or 10

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 128MB

Storage: 400 MB available space

English
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I actually wanted to write a positive review for this game since it felt a little like this game was going for a reverse difficulty
curve. Because in all honesty if you manage to beat the first 3 bosses I'd say especially if you grab 2 or all 3 of the secret
characters you will be pretty good for a good portion of the rest of the game.

However I got to a boss called I believe it was called the Hell Fiend. When it gets low on health it starts spamming meteor. At
this point the fight goes from doable, to brutal VERY FAST. Most low hp characters will auto-die from the attack, and the
others will be left with very low health. It took forever to get to this point and I'm not starting anther playthrough. SO AVOID
THIS GAME. 4 FPS on low quality with a I5 and 670 GTX , is that normal ?. just not fun. First things first. The description for
this DLC is WRONG. I at least already owned "Killed by science" prior to purchasing this DLC. And even if the DLC really
added three new guests, it still is absolute garbage:

Missions - So there are two new missions and they can be described with just few words. Boring, broken, forgettable.
Weapons - Low level stuff, basically useless, unless you absolutely want to own every piece of weaponry.
Gear - Pretty much the same as weaponry.
Verdict - Bought the DLC during sale for 2,37\u20ac and it still feels like a monumental rip off as the content (two missions) is
consumed easily under an hour. So when the asking price reaches 0,37\u20ac then we can consider buying this. Otherwise this,
as well as the "Revolutionary armament" should have been included into the base game or at least sold in the same package.. The
music is good, the company, not so much.. I sent a giraffe into orbit
other than that, this game doesn't have much going for it.
It's a nice concept, fun for a few minutes, but the lack of content makes the game go steril quite quickly.
4\/10 <3. very well done game with tought put into it, if this is where future of VR gaming is goingI'm in!. I think this game
changed controlls. I remember it was worse and more jerky, and I installed it recently and was surprised. Character surely
controlls better. Anyway I don't like graphics and gameplay much.
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Fun little platforming game that gets pretty difficult pretty fast. Cute characters, good level design, unique boss fights; what else
could you ask for? Would make for a fun speedrun (^:. Very cool visuals. Very cool music. Nice and lengthy. One of those
experiences I'm sure to go back to now and again, and show to guests. Get it to enrich and expand your collection.. Best part
about this pack is it gets you to 55 parts off the bat and cheap. Get lights that add rep. bonus for faster leveling, and black-like
paint.. tricky and fun!. Fun puzzle \/ platformer. 3-5 hrs of levels, depending on how meticulous you are.
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